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_____________ Alert!
How did you like this festival? What were your best
moments? What is your biggest wish for next year’s
festival? We would like your feedback at:
info@tangofestival.dk
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‘Fare well festival’

The center of the tango world the last four days was no more stable than the magic moment of a heavenly tango embrace. A few hours after the last tango on Sunday morning
Kedelhallen was back to its old shape due to an effective effort of the volunteers.
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Sometimes you just know it - sometimes you don’t. Test your ability to
match these tango dancers correctly. You will find the answers on the
back of this years last issue of F:News.
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How did you find this years festival?
Ciccio, Sicily:
It is very nice, that the festival is fairly small
- I do not like, when festivals are too big. This
one is very well organized. For next year, I
could wish for some European teachers. Tango
in Europe is grown up now.
Janja Frank, Slovenia:
I have had a wonderful
festival. The milongas were so nice, the
DJs were great, and it was easy to socialise. The whole thing was simply made for
dancers. If I should wish for something next
year, it would be more ventilators at the
afternoon milonga!
And we should consider

So much beauty...
Well known Danish actor Lars
Mikkelsen came to the Culture
House to play floor hockey with
friends, but was struck by all the
beauty radiating from the dance
floor.
“That looks amazing. It is so
beautiful. And the women...!”
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Festival in
numbers
Half and half on the
milongapass – that
was the ratio between
foreign and danish participants: (51%/49%).
Among the workshop
participants 37% were
foreign. 200 persons
took classes. And 26
countries were represented.

All hands on deck

Wednesday 447
guested us, Thursday
449, Friday 529 and
Saturday 545 took the
dance.

Bye bye for now
Curtain fall, lamps out, lines cut - many things to do to clear the
night milonga - after 9 hours of dancing. Due to these and other
‘hands’ everything was done according to plan. Thank you!
Mads and Lene

Sponsors:

The editorial board
thanks all festival
participants for their
support and willingness
to share thoughts and
views on this years
event. See you again
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